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Nowadays, in the harsh market conditions,
enterprises need to ensure safety measures for
constant functioning and obtaining economic
growth. The main objective of the enterprise’s
economic security is to guarantee stable and
efficient operation and include defensive, public,
international, environmental, economic and information security. As domestic and foreign experience shows, to solve this important and complex task, it makes sense to create an economic
security service – a special unit that is part of the
organizational structure of an enterprise whose
activity is aimed at creating an appropriate level
of economic security and neutralizing the main
threats. Every two years, Ukraine conducts studying of economic crimes and fraud, their impact
on Ukrainian enterprises. According to a study of
data for 2018, it can be concluded that 48% of
Ukrainian enterprises suffered from cases of economic crimes and fraud. The top five most com-

mon economic crimes and frauds include bribery
and corruption, property misappropriation, procurement fraud, personnel management fraud
and cybercrime. A lot of enterprises underestimate a very important aspect of economic safety
such as the protection of information containing
a commercial secret. Domestic and foreign experience shows that the main role in ensuring the
safety of commercial secrets is not played by
government agencies, but the personnel of the
enterprise. Only the combination of “human capital” of an enterprise and its resources can give
a protective effect and allow resist the adverse
factors of the external and internal environment.
The formation of the economic security system
of an enterprise is a complex process, which
depends on the development of an enterprise
and its security from threats and risks. The security service should deal with the protection of the
interests of the enterprise.

